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Abstract
Modern processors are implemented with various mi-
croarchitectures. To investigate the influence of mi-
croarchitecture, we measured the performance and
power efficiency of two ARM processors A5 and A53
with SPEC CPU2006 as the benchmark. From the
measurement results, the performance has improved in
a large fraction of programs, and among them 3 out
of 11 CINT2006 and 7 out of 14 CFP2006 became
1.5 times. However, one of CFP2006 (omnetpp) did
not improve. For programs whose the number of in-
structions is close to each other, there is a correlation
between IPC and relative performance. Although the
power consumption increased with the mechanisms of
microarchitecture, the power efficiency of some pro-
grams was improved due to the shorter execution time.
We also investigated the correlation between perfor-
mance and cache events such as access and miss rate.
However, the obvious results were not obtained.

1 Introduction
Today, various processors are used in the wide range of
fields such as servers, personal computers, and smart-
phones. The mechanisms and techniques of microar-
chitecture such as cache, branch prediction, and su-
perscalar are used in some processors. Along with
the difference in microarchitecture, there are the dif-
ferences in price, performance, power consumption,
etc. between these processors, among which proces-
sors suited various purposes are included. Whether the
microarchitecture can be used efficiently depends on
characteristics of software such as locality of data ac-
cess and instruction level parallelism.

The objective of this research is to investigate the
influence of the microarchitecture on performance and
power efficiency. The same benchmark is executed on
two processors with different microarchitecture. The
program behaviors such as execution time and the
number of instructions are measured. In addition to
this, power consumption is also measured. We investi-
gate these results in relating to the difference between
the processors such as the performance, the number of
simultaneous executions, and the energy.

2 Experimental Methodology
In this section, we present about platforms, programs,
and the measurement methods.

2.1 Experimental Platforms
We used two single board computers, ODROID C1+
and C2 from Hardkernel [1], for the experiments in this
study. External hard disks were used to cover storage
capacity shortage. We used the Linux kernel and dis-
tribution prepared by Hardkernel. Table 1 shows the
details of each board computer. ODROID C1+ and
C2 are using ARM Cortex-A5 and A53 processors [2].
Table 2 shows the details of each processor. The main
difference between A5 and A53 is that the former ex-
ecutes a single instruction, while the latter can execute
two instructions by superscalar at once.

ODROID C1+ ODROID C2

Memory 1GB
DDR3 SDRAM

2GB
DDR3 SDRAM

Data Disk 5400 rpm 7200 rpm
Kernel 3.10.96 3.14.65

Operating
System

Ubuntu
16.04.1 LTS

Ubuntu
16.04 LTS

Table 1: C1+ and C2

A5
(Amlogic S805)

A53
(Amlogic S905)

ISA ARMv7 ARMv8
L1 I-Cache 32KB x 4 32KB x 4
L1 D-Cache 32KB x 4 32KB x 4

L2 Cache 512KB 512KB
Instruction

Level
Parallelism

single issue
architecture

dual issue
architecture

Table 2: A5 and A53

We use perf [3] which is a performance counter
based profiling tool to analyze program behavior such
as the number of cycles, cache misses, and the num-
ber of instructions. Watts up? PRO power meter [4] is
used for measurement power consumption.
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2.2 SPEC CPU2006
SPEC CPU2006 [5] are used in this study as the bench-
mark, which is an industrial standard benchmark. This
benchmark is composed of twelve integer programs
and seventeen floating point programs. A large frac-
tion of these benchmarks is derived from the programs
actually used, and each program has a practical input
data called reference data for execution. We briefly ex-
plain these programs in Tables 3 and 4 based on [5].
Integer Component of SPEC CPU2006 (CINT2006) is
a collection of programs that performs integer arith-
metic, written in C or C++. Floating Point Compo-
nent of SPEC CPU2006 (CFP2006) is a collection of
programs for floating point arithmetic and performs
complicated calculations such as fluid dynamics and
physics. SPEC CPU2006 defines two performance
metrics: SPECspeed and SPECrate. SPECspeed is
evaluated by the execution time in relation to the ref-
erence execution time which is given to each program
by SPEC. SPECrate is obtained by the number of tasks
processed in a unit of time.

2.3 Measurement Methods
We built SPEC CPU2006 on both computers, and ran
each program individually. All files related to SPEC
CPU2006 such as programs and input data were put
in the external HDDs. The speed of HDDs are dif-
ferent (Table 1). However, it is reported that the stor-
age devices have little impact on the performance of
SPEC CPU2006 [6]. In order to check whether those
programs are working correctly, the output results are
checked by using the comparison method in the same
way to SPEC CPU2006 actually does. For the pro-
grams with more than one set of reference input files,
the largest input one set was used. We used eleven
CINT2006 and fourteen CFP2006 for this study be-
cause some programs marked with * in Tables 3 and 4
did not work correctly on C1+ due to the performance
deficiency and memory shortage. Also, in order to ex-
ecute bzip2, we reduced memory usage. See Appendix
for details. However, it may have changed the charac-
teristics of the program from the original.

In order to compare the performance of C1+ and C2,
the execution time and instruction per clock (IPC) are
measured when executing each program using perf. In
addition, we measured the cache events to investigate
the relationship to the performance. Originally, we
could not measure the event of L1 data cache. There-
fore, we rewrote the kernel code of the perf events and
got those event. However, we could not measure store
and load separately.

Watts up? PRO power meter was connected be-
tween the AC adapter and the outlet to measure power
consumption. In order not to put unnecessary load
on the board computer, Watts up? PRO power me-
ter was connected to another desktop computer using
USB, and we measured the power consumption every
second. The average power consumption is measured
when SPEC CPU2006 is not running. We report the
difference between run-time power and this idle power
consumption. The summation of this difference during
execution time is used as energy. The each measure-
ment result is the average of ten samples.

3 Results
In this section, we present and analyze measurement
results. The next subsection presents relative perfor-
mance. Section 3.2 presents relative energy. Finally,
Section 3.3 investigates their relationship to the mi-
croarchitecure.

3.1 Relative Performance
The relative performance of C2 against C1+ is shown
in Figure 1. In C2 which allows parallel execution
of instructions, some programs such as gamess and
calculix have doubled the performance. These pro-
grams are thought to be able to efficiently use the su-
perscalar. The performance of omnetpp did not im-
prove on C2. This program seemed to be unable to
efficiently use the superscalar due to problems such
as data dependency and conditional branch. The rel-
ative performance of C2 ranged from 1.01 (omnetpp)
to 2.04 (calculix) times. Considering 1.5 times or more
as one standard of performance improvement, 3 out of
11 CINT2006 and 7 out of 14 CFP2006 met the condi-
tion.

3.2 Relative Energy
The relative energy usage of C2 against C1+ is shown
in Figure 2. It can be said that power efficiency has
increased with most programs by performance im-
proved. However, some programs such as omnetpp and
xalancbmk did not. The reason of the lower power ef-
ficiency is because the C2 processed programs using
a lot of power. The relative energy consumption of C2
ranged from 0.54 (gamess) to 1.17 (omnetpp) times. In
order to emphasize the influence of performance im-
provement on power efficiency, we showed the relative
energy multiplied by the execution time of C2 against
C1+ in Figure 3. The programs that showed better ef-
ficiency in Figure 2 than Figure 3 are gcc, xalancbmk,
dealII, lbm, and sphinx3.
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Program Description
400.perlbench Cut-down version of Perl v5.8.7. Three scripts are used as workloads

401.bzip2
All compression and decompression are done in memory based on
Julian Seward’s bzip2 v1.0.3.

403.gcc Generate code for AMD Opteron processor based on gcc Version 3.2.
*429.mcf The vehicle scheduling derived from Mean Cumulative Function (MCF).
445.gobmk Analyze the position of Go and plays Go.
456.hmmer Analyze protein sequence using Profile Hidden Markov Models (Profile HMMs).
458.sjeng Play various chess based on Sjeng 11.2.
462.libquantum Simulate a quantum computer that performs Shor’s algorithm.
464.h264ref Encode movie based on H.264/AVC (Advanced Video Coding).
471.omnetpp Simulate discrete event of a large Ethernet network based on OMNeT++.
473.astar Search the path of 2D map with three different path-finding algorithms.
483.xalancbmk Convert XML to HTML with XSL stylesheet, based on Xalan-C++.

Table 3: CINT2006

Program Description
*410.bwaves Simulate three dimensional transient transonic laminar viscous flow.
416.gamess Perform self-consistent field calculations based on GAMESS.
433.milc Generate gauge field for lattice gauge theory with dynamical quarks.
434.zeusmp Simulates the three dimensional blast wave based on ZEUS-MP.
435.gromacs Simulate the protein Lysozyme in a solution of wate and ions derived from GROMACS.
*436.cactusADM Solve the Einstein evolution equations based on Cactus and BenchADM.
437.leslie3d Solve problems with computational fluid dynamics based on LESlie3d.
444.namd Simulate large biomolecular systems based on NAMD.
447.dealII Solve a Helmholtz-type equation with non-constant coefficients based on deal.II.

450.soplex
Solve the linear program such as railroad planning and military airlift models based on
SoPlex.

453.povray Render a 1280x1024 pixel anti-aliased image of a chessboard based on POV-Ray.
454.calculix Solve the set of linear equations with finite element method based on CalculiX.

*459.GemsFDTD
Solve the Maxwell equations in 3D in the time domain using the finite-difference
time-domain (FDTD) method.

465.tonto Perform calculation on quantum chemistry based on Tonto.

470.lbm
Implement the so-called ”Lattice Boltzmann Method” (LBM) to simulate incompressible
fluids in 3D.

481.wrf Modeling the weather based on Weather Research and Forecasting (WRF) Model.
482.sphinx3 A speech recognition system from Sphinx-3.

Table 4: CFP2006
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Figure 1: Relative Performance of C2 against C1+.

Figure 2: Relative Energy Usage of C2 against C1+.
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Figure 3: Relative Energy Multiplied by Execution Time of C2 against C1+.

Figure 4: IPC of C1+ and C2.
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3.3 Relationship between the Microar-
chitecture and the Performance

The IPC of C1+ and C2 are shown in Figure 4. Some
programs such as omnetpp and milc had lower IPC on
both computers. Programs whose IPC was 1.5 times
or more were found only in CFP such as gamess and
namd. C1+ and C2 have different instruction set ar-
chitectures (ISAs). It may affect the performance and
energy more than microarchitecture. Assuming that
the difference in ISAs appears in the number of in-
structions, we selected programs with the difference
between C1+ and C2 within 10 percent. Ten of the 25
programs met the condition. We plotted IPC and per-
formance of them in Figure 5. From this result, there
was a correlation between performance and IPC im-
provement, and the geometric mean of relative error
was 3.56 percent. The least and most difference pro-
grams are sphinx3 (0.95%) and leslie3d (10.45%) re-
spectively. Among these ten programs, the most and
least improved programs are povray and omnetpp re-
spectively. We also investigated the relationship of
cache access rate and cache miss rate (per instruction)
against the performance. However, the obvious results
were not obtained.

Figure 5: Relative performance and IPC

4 Conclusions and Future Work
We measured the performance and power consumption
of ODROID C1+ and C2 with SPEC CPU2006 to in-
vestigate the influence of microarchitecture. On C2,
which is superscalar, the relative performance ranged
1.01 (omnetpp) to 2.04 (calculix) times. Omnetpp did
not improve on C2. Although the power is higher on
C2 than C1+, the power efficiency of a large fraction
of programs has improved due to the shorter execution
time. The relative energy of C2 ranged 0.54 (gamess)
to 1.17 (omnetpp) times. We multiplied the energy by

execution time to emphasize the influence of perfor-
mance on power efficiency. Some programs showed
better efficiency. However, omnetpp did not improve
on C2 due to the performance did not improve. Ten
out of 25 programs were selected with the number of
instructions close to each other due to the ISAs was
different between C1+ and C2. We could see the cor-
relation between IPC and performance and the geo-
metric mean of relative error was 3.56 percent. Since
there are various mechanisms other than superscalar
and cache in the microarchitecture, more features such
as the branch prediction should also be studied.

Appendix
The bzip2 in the CINT2006 requires file and memory
size as arguments when executing, and allocates mem-
ory three times the value given to the program in or-
der to perform all compressions and decompressions
in memory. The input file we used was the largest in
the reference file of bzip2, and 280MB was input as
memory size. However, that input file is about 54MB.
Therefore, we reduced the amount of memory size
from 280MB to 55MB, that can read the input file. Al-
though there was no difference in I/O wait, it may have
changed the characteristics of the program.
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